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Abstract
Good hypertext writing style mandates that link
texts clearly indicate the nature of the link target. While this guideline is routinely ignored in
HTML, the lightweight markup languages used
by wikis encourage or even force hypertext authors to use semantically appropriate link texts.
This property of wiki hypertext makes it an
ideal candidate for processing with latent semantic analysis, a factor analysis technique for
finding latent transitive relations among naturallanguage documents. In this study, we design,
implement, and test an LSA-based information
retrieval system for wikis. Instead of a full-text
index, our system indexes only link texts and
document titles. Nevertheless, its precision exceeds that of a popular full-text search engine,
and is comparable to that of PageRank-based
systems such as Google.
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1.1

Introduction
Hypertext information retrieval

Traditional information retrieval systems are based
on a flat, vector-space document model designed for
searching plain-text corpora. Such systems are deficient when it comes to hypertext, however, as they
fail to account for the topological structure of the corpus. This led to the development of the first hypertext
document scoring algorithms, PageRank [22, 7, 5] and
HITS [18], which score documents on the basis of the
source and number of incoming and outgoing links.
∗ The research described in this paper was carried out while
the authors were at the Knowledge Management Research
Group of the German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence
(DFKI GmbH) in Kaiserslautern, Germany.

These scores are computed as a fixed point of a linear equation; later scoring studies [11, 6] investigated
statistical or hybrid approaches.
In real-world IR applications, such as Google, the
document scoring algorithm is combined with traditional vector-space IR techniques, plus metadata such
as the document titles and link texts. The use of this
metadata is predicated on the assumption that it is
semantically related to the document under consideration. That is, the document title should reflect the
document content, and likewise the text of links should
accurately describe the target document—practices
which are mandated by authoritative hypertext style
guides [24, 10, 9, 4].
However, these guidelines are routinely ignored in
HTML Web pages, for two reasons. First, few HTML
authoring tools remind, encourage, or compel the
writer to adhere to them. For example, in a random
sample of documents from a Web corpus [15], we found
that 6% of document titles were either missing, empty,
a copy of the filename, or some default string such as
“Untitled Document”; a further 2 to 3% were so vague
as to be meaningless when read out of context. Of 2545
hyperlinks examined, 256 (10%) had no link text; 340
(13%) had link text corresponding to the URL or email address of the target document; and dozens more
were meaningless, referred only to navigation mechanics (e.g., “Click here”), or identified targets in a manner more suited to printed literature than to online
hypertext (e.g., “Page 1”).
The second reason for poor hypertext style is willful abuse of Internet search engines; authors can deliberately mislabel their documents and links in an attempt to influence page rankings for political purposes
or commercial gain (“Google bombing” or “spamdexing”, respectively) [2, 16]. Such manipulation is made
possible by the prevailing access control structure of
the Web, whereby anyone is free to post documents to
be indexed, but the poster has exclusive control over
their contents. This has resulted in an arms race of
sorts between spamdexers and search engine developers, the former seeking new methods of artificially inflating their page ranks and the latter modifying their
search algorithms to nullify those methods.

1.2

Wikis

In recent years, the Internet has witnessed a surge in
the popularity of wikis, web applications for collaborative hypertext authoring [23]. Wikis have a number
of important differences from regular HTML websites.
Most significantly for the purposes of this study, wiki
hypertext tends to be on-topic and have comparatively
good hypertext style. This is a consequence of the following features:
Forced document validation. All wiki documents
reside on a central Web server and as such must be
retrieved and submitted through a Web browser.
The wiki software provides a standardized editing interface, composed of HTML forms, which
all users must use to submit new documents or
changes to existing ones. The program which processes the form input resides on the server and
can reject or fix invalid input, as well as automatically add important metadata such as the author’s name and timestamp. For example, the
wiki editing form will prompt the author for the
document title, and if the author neglects to fill it
in and submits the document anyway, the server
will reject it and prompt him to correct it. By
contrast, the file transfer protocol used to publish
regular web pages does not enforce the semantic
or syntactic validity of uploaded documents.
Lightweight markup language. Wikis accept documents not in HTML but in a lightweight markup
language known as wikimarkup or wikitext [26];
the server then converts the wikitext to HTML for
readers. Wikitext syntax varies from implementation to implementation, but nearly all dialects
encourage or require link text to correspond to
the target document title. Even where the wikitext dialect permits a disparity, the wiki software
can tag the link with metadata1 indicating the
target document’s true title.
Open access control structure. Wikis are designed for collaborative writing, where membership in the collaborative group can be restricted
to a few named individuals or open to the general
public. In the former case, abuse (in the form of
spam, vandalism, or other off-topic posts) is practically nonexistent and easily rectified by blocking
the perpetrator. Abuse is also low-risk in the
latter case, provided the wiki is well-maintained.
Popular open-access wikis such as Wikipedia
are frequently policed by contributors, and any
large-scale attempts at vandalism or spamdexing
are immediately noticed and thwarted [25].
We posit that since wikis tend to be topically cohesive and employ stylistically correct hypertext, they
do not benefit from typical Internet search engines’
attempts to compensate for low-quality corpora. Any
attempts to identify and suppress spamdexing, for example, can only result in false positives. Even search
engines that assume their corpus documents are authoritative might not make the same assumption for
1

For example, by using the title attribute of the a element
in HTML.

the semantic correspondence between links and document titles. We therefore propose that wikis may
benefit from special-purpose search engines optimized
for their particular features. In particular, we believe
that the semantic coherence of documents enforced by
link text–document title correspondence makes wikis
an excellent candidate for processing with latent semantic analysis [13, 20], a factor analysis technique
which is able to discover latent semantic relations between terms and documents.

2

Algorithm

In this section we describe document indexing and
search algorithms which exploit both the explicit semantic relations found in wikis and the implicit semantic relations discovered by LSA.

2.1

Document indexing

The input to the document indexing phase is a collection of wiki articles; each article is assumed to contain
a unique title, plus wikitext which may contain any
number of internal hyperlinks to other wiki articles.
We assume that the text of a hyperlink (the link text)
is identical to the target article’s title; for wikitext
dialects where this is not necessarily the case, we substitute the target article title for the link text. Each
document title or link text is considered to be a single
token, even if it contains multiple words.
The next and crucial step in indexing documents
is to discard all text except for the title and link
texts. This drastically reduces the size of the corpus—
typically by 99% or more. Throwing out all this text
is justified on the grounds that it is only the link
texts that encapsulate the strongest semantic relations
among documents, so by comparison all other information is simply noise to LSA. This is similar to the use
of a stop word list to remove function words of negligible semantic content (e.g., and, the, of ), but on a
much larger scale. The net effect is essentially lossy
compression of the document corpus, and allows large
corpora to be indexed and searched in a tiny fraction
of the storage space and time that would normally be
required.
The term–document co-occurrence matrix corresponding to this reduced corpus is then tabulated, preprocessed with any desired informationtheoretic transformations (e.g., tf–idf), and then
dimensionality-reduced with singular value decomposition.
Figure 1 shows a sample wiki article in various
forms: (a) the source code, written in a fictitious wikitext dialect where ==...== marks the article title and
[[...]] indicates a hyperlink; (b) how the article
might be rendered in a web browser; and (c) the document vector for the article as it would appear before
SVD.

2.2

Search

A search query Q consists of one or more possibly
weighted terms, represented internally as a document
vector. Thus the most basic query algorithm would

==Abraham Lincoln==
Abraham Lincoln (* 12. Februar [[1809]]
bei [[Hodgenville]], Hardin County,
[[Kentucky]]; &dagger; [ermordet] 15.
April [[1865]] in [[Washington (D.C.)]])
war 16. [[Präsident der USA]]
([[1860]]&ndash;[[1865]]).

original
documents
words
links
kilobytes

775 696
195 374 109
8 196 071
1 891 382

corpus
CT
10 419
113 019 521
N/A
775 500

CL
10 419
658 447
658 447
6 564

Table 1: Corpus statistics

(a) Wikitext source

3
Abraham Lincoln
Abraham Lincoln (* 12. Februar 1809 bei
Hodgenville,
Hardin
County,
Kentucky;
† [ermordet] 15. April 1865 in Washington
(D.C.)) war 16. Präsident der USA (1860–1865).
(b) Presentation in browser

Term

Frequency

1809
1860
1865
Abraham Lincoln
Hodgenville
Kentucky
Präsident der USA
Washington (D.C.)

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

(c) Document vector

Fig. 1: A sample wiki document

be to perform pairwise vector comparisons2 of Q with
each document vector in the matrix, and return the
best matches.
In the special case where Q consists of a single term
which is also found in our corpus, we can use any
of three additional algorithms which exploit the fact
that each link text (term) in our corpus corresponds
to a single document title. In the first algorithm,
Document–Document, we find the corpus document
with title Q, perform pairwise vector comparisons of
its vector with each other document vector in the matrix, and return the best matches. In the second algorithm, Link–Link, we find the corpus term vector
corresponding to Q and compare it pairwise with each
other term vector in the matrix. The best-matching
terms returned are link texts, but since each link text
is also an article title, we return the documents with
these titles. The last approach, Link–Document, is a
hybrid of the first two, where the corpus term vector
corresponding to Q is compared with each document
vector.

2

In practice, any vector comparison function [17, 21] could
be used, but in this study we use the cosine metric, which
returns a similarity measure in the range [−1, 1].

Evaluation

To test our system, we set up a user-focused experiment wherein human judges rated the relevance of
search results obtained from various queries using various search engines, some of which are variations on our
LSA technique and some of which are popular thirdparty systems.
For our document corpus, we used a subset of the
German-language version of Wikipedia [1] as of 29 October 2005. The complete German Wikipedia is too
large to work with efficiently for testing purposes (over
1.9 GB), so we pared it down by removing all nonarticles (e.g., help and discussion pages), all leaf articles (i.e., those without any outgoing links), and all
“orphan” articles of indegree < 100 (i.e., those with
fewer than 100 incoming links). We refer to this corpus as CT , as it contains the full text of the articles.
From this corpus we derived a link text–only corpus
CL by removing all text outside of hyperlinks (except
for the document title), plus all hyperlinks which do
not target a document in the corpus. Table 1 gives
some statistics on the size of our corpora.
We then selected at random three article titles which
appeared in both Wikipedia’s list of featured articles of
2005 and our corpora: Abraham Lincoln, Dampflokomotive (steam locomotive), and Todesstrafe (death
penalty). Each article title formed a search query Q
which was passed to seven search engine configurations:
LSA Document–Document (LSA DD). We use
LSA to compare the document with title Q to all
documents in CL , and return the top four matching document titles.
LSA Link–Link (LSA LL). We use LSA to compare the term Q to all terms (i.e, link texts) in
CL , and return the top four matching link texts.
LSA Link–Document (LSA LD). We use LSA to
compare the term Q to all documents in CL , and
return the top four matching document titles.
InQuery Term–Document (IQ TD). We use the
InQuery search engine [3, 8] to index CT , submit
Q as a query, and return the top four matching
document titles.
InQuery Link–Document (IQ LD). We use the
InQuery search engine to index CL , submit Q as
a query, and return the top four matching document titles.
Google Term–Document (Google TD). We submit Q as a query to Google with the

site:de.wikipedia.org directive to limit the
search to German Wikipedia. Since our corpus
is a subset of Wikipedia, we select the top four
matching document titles which are also in our
corpus.

0.8
Pearson r

Random outgoing links. This naı̈ve algorithm, intended as a baseline, finds the document with title
Q in CL and returns four randomly selected outgoing hyperlink texts.

1

0.6
0.4
0.2

We could have obtained up to 28 unique results per
topic, but since various search engines returned the
same documents, we ended up with 14, 18, and 20
results for the respective topics.
We recruited 25 human judges who self-identified as
fluent in German. The judges were asked to imagine
that they were research assistants for three authors
writing comprehensive reports on Abraham Lincoln,
the steam locomotive, and the death penalty, respectively. We told them that they were to begin their
research by finding relevant encyclopedia articles from
Wikipedia. For each topic, we presented the judges
with the combined search results for that topic. The
judges were to read or skim through each Wikipedia
article presented and rate them for relevance to the
topic on a four-point scale from not at all relevant (1)
to very relevant (4).

Implementation details
The data processing and experiments were carried out
on a Sun Solaris machine using various GNU utilities,
the Telcordia “Infoscale” LSA suite [12], InQuery, and
a web browser for Google access.
The LSA indexing step was run with logarithmic local weighting and entropy global weighting. Since the
degree of dimensionality reduction must be determined
empirically, we made preliminary tests with various
values and eventually settled on 1000 factors.
The three LSA-based query algorithms were implemented in a simple Bash shell script which took as
input a query term, matched that term to a term or
document vector from the corpus, and called the Telcordia syn program to perform pairwise comparisons
with all the other term or document vectors. Processing each query took about three seconds of real time.
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Results

Interjudge agreement (Pearson r) was generally very
high. Mean agreements for the judges’ relevance ratings for the three topics were r = 0.747, 0.715, and
0.767. Figure 2 is a box-and-whisker plot showing interjudge agreement for all three topics combined; the
boxes delimit the first and third quartiles, the whiskers
extend to the minimum and maximum, and the lines
dividing the boxes show the median scores. There were
no obvious outliers; we can therefore conclude that all
judges basically agreed on what constituted a relevant
document and that our aggregate ratings are meaningful.
We next performed a two-factor repeated-measures
analysis of variance (ANOVA) to determine how the

0
B L J I V O T R X S P K Q F E Y D C H A N G U WM

judge

Fig. 2: Interjudge agreement
rank
1
1
3
4
4
4
7

search engine

mean relevance

Google TD
LSA LD
LSA LL
IQ TD
IQ LD
LSA DD
Random

3.247
3.117
2.953
2.523
2.463
2.413
1.540

Table 2: Search engine rankings

choice of search engine and query affected the ratings. The two-way interaction between the search
engine and query was significant at the 0.05 confidence level (p < 0.0001), as was the query alone
(p < 0.0001). However, this was not entirely unexpected given the small number of queries we used in
the study. Given our uniformly high interjudge agreement across queries, though, we felt justified in continuing on to perform a single-factor ANOVA across
search engines. In this ANOVA, variation between
groups was, of course, also statistically significant
(p < 0.0001) so we proceeded to perform 21 pairwise
t-test means comparisons. All comparisons were significant except for those between Google TD and LSA
LD (p = 0.0848), IQ TD and IQ LD (p = 0.3147),
IQ TD and LSA DD (p = 0.1337), and IQ LD and
LSA DD (p = 0.6234). On this basis we can partition search algorithm performance into three discrete
ranks, as shown in Table 2.
Figure 3 plots the combined rating scores for each
of the seven search engines tested. The graph type is
the same as for Figure 2, except that the dividing lines
show the mean instead of the median.
As expected, the random link search algorithm
performed the poorest, with a mean relevance score
of 1.540. The top-ranking position is tied between
Google and our LSA Link–Document algorithm. The
next rank is occupied by LSA Link–Link. No statistically significant difference was observed among the
InQuery Term–Document, InQuery Link–Document,
and LSA Document–Document algorithms, which occupy the following rank.

[7] S. Brin and L. Page. The anatomy of a large-scale hypertextual
Web search engine. In WWW7: Proceedings of the Seventh
International Conference on World Wide Web 7, pages 107–
117, Amsterdam, 1998. Elsevier Science Publishers B. V.
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Fig. 3: Search engine performance
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Conclusion

In this paper we have proposed a document indexing algorithm and family of LSA-based search algorithms which are designed to take advantage of the semantic properties of well-styled hyperlinked texts such
as wikis. Performance was measured by having human judges rate the relevance of the top four search
results returned by the system. When given singleterm queries, our highest-performing search algorithm
performs as well as the proprietary PageRank-based
Google search engine, and significantly better than the
non–hypertext-aware InQuery search engine. The performance with respect to Google is especially promising, given that our system operates on less than 1% of
the original corpus text, whereas Google uses not only
the entire corpus text but also metadata internal and
external to the corpus.
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